Speakers: Origin Seasons OS54DT Outdoor Speaker

Origin Seasons OS54DT Outdoor Speaker

Origin Acoustics on-wall outdoor "single speaker stereo" speaker

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerOrigin Acoustics

Description
Expanding on the OS54 chassis, the OS54DT can play both left and right channels. Featuring dual tweeters and a dual voice coil or “DVC"
woofer, this speaker produces stereo from a single cabinet. This means both channels are equally represented regardless of the listener’s
position in relationship to the speaker.
Woofer Materials
Every Seasons loudspeaker features either an Injection Molded Graphite (IMG), Glass Fiber or Kevlar® woofer. These materials assure quick
accurate response due to their light weight and rigidity. They are also extremely weather resistant for years of dependable performance in most
any environment.
Dual Aluminum Tweeters
Pristine high frequencies are produced from two aluminum dome tweeters that cut through background noise and allow the sounds of sibilance
and instrumental details to float above the fray. Being aluminum they are also rugged and impervious to the elements.
Conceal Bracket System™ (CBS)
An adjustable, integrated bracket secures the speaker to any surface. The bracket attaches to the speaker after which two end caps snap into
place and a hand tightened nob screws down locking the speaker in place while sitting flush with end cap. The result is a very clean installation
that allows the speaker to be pointed at the listening area.
Built to Last
All the sound quality in the world would be of no value if the speakers were unable to survive the environment in which they are installed. We
know how punishing winter cold and snow or blistering hot summer sun can be. The ABS plastic in our enclosures is mixed with an anti-UV
ingredient to resist sun damage and the material itself is designed to survive the harshest winters. The drivers were designed to function in all
weather extremes. Even the mounting hardware, grilles and accessories were selected with the effects of the elements in mind. The entire
Seasons Collection is rugged, durable and guaranteed to last.
Broad Range
Multiple shapes and sizes in the Seasons Collection allow for tremendous flexibility in creating total coverage in any exterior space. Regardless
of the layout of your landscape, no matter how many nooks and crannies or the extent of the space, your sound system can be custom tailored
to provide every area with a smooth blend of musical enjoyment.
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